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Abstract 

This study investigates the English language needs of business professionals at El Eulma 

business district.  In the pursuit of our aim, the research is based upon a hypothesis that the 

basic aim behind learning English is for business sake, and thus English for social reasons is 

eliminated. The hypothesis was tested after having obtained the research findings. Primary data 

were collected through questionnaire survey and interview protocol so as to point out the 

motives of business people in learning English through rating the importance of business- and 

general English. Research findings revealed that there is no significance difference between the 

two samples means, i.e. business English is not more important than general English. The study 

suggests recommendations to a specific course. The recommendations aim at equipping the 

learners with essential English needed either in work place or in social settings.  

Key Words: English for specific purposes, Business English, English for social survival, course 

design.  

 ملخو

ما٫ بالٗلمت. في ؾُٗىا  ت الإخسهصخي اٖلأ جبدض َظٍ الضعاؾت في اخخُاظاث اللٛت الؤهجلحزً

ت  عْاء حٗلم اللٛت الؤهجلحزً لخد٤ُ٣ َضٞىا ، ٌؿدىض البدض بلى ٞغيُت مٟاصَا ؤن الِضٝ الأؾاسخي 

ما٫ الخ ٓ مً ؤظل اٖلأ بْالخالي ًخم اؾدبٗاص الأؾباب اظخماُٖت ٦ِضٝ لخٗلم اللٛت َ ت ٣ِٞ ،  جاعٍ

لُْت مً زلا٫  ت. جم ازخباع الٟغيُت بٗض الخه٫ٓ ٖلى هخاثج البدض. جم ظم٘ البُاهاث الأ الؤهجلحزً

ت مً زلا٫  ما٫ في حٗلم اللٛت الؤهجلحزً اْٞ٘ عظا٫ اٖلأ طْل٪ للئقاعة بلى ص اْالإ٣ابلت  مسر الاؾخبُان 

تجهي٠ُ  ت الٗامت. ؤؾٟغث هخاثج البدض ؤهّ لا ًٓظض ازخلاٝ في  ؤَمُت الؤهجلحزً ْ الؤهجلحزً ما٫  اٖلأ

ت للؤٖما٫.  ت الٗامت لا ج٣ل ؤَمُت ًٖ اللٛت الؤهجلحزً الضلالت بحن الُُٗيخحن، ؤي ؤن اللٛت الؤهجلحزً
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ٍ ت للؤٖما٫. تهضٝ الخٓنُاث بلى جؼْ ض االإخٗلمحن باللٛت ج٣ترح الضعاؾت جٓنُاث الإىهج اللٛت الؤهجلحزً

ْ في االإدُِ الاظخماعي. ت الأؾاؾُت اللاػمت بما في م٩ان الٗمل ؤ  الؤهجلحزً

ت الٗامت، ال٩لماث االإٟخاخُت ما٫، الاهجلحزً ت اٖلا ت الإُاصًً زانت، اهجلحزً  ىهججهمُم االإ: الاهجلحزً

Introduction: 

Growing as a well-known city of commerce, El Eulma in Sétif has become a 

town that looks like the Emiratesř Dubai Ŕfor so its business district is called- as 

far as the huge commercial dealings are concerned. English for shop owners 

(businessmen) has become a must. Dealing and negotiating with suppliers, writing 

emails, participating in international conferences, attending fairs and making 

bank transactions are all in need of a necessary verbal behaviour, English 

language.  The fact which urged those traders to rush towards learning English 

for business purposes in language schools. The access to government schools is, 

by no means, possible simply because traders are private organisms and do not 

have the right to enrol in public schools for business English belonging to 

Ministry of Education simply because they are all adults. 

1. English Language Status in Algeria: 

While the official language in Algeria is the native language 'Arabic' 

(precisely Modern Standard Arabic MSA), the first foreign language that is taught 

in the Algerian schools is French, starting from grade 3 to the primary schooling. 

English in Algeria is considered as a Second Foreign Language (SFL) because it is 

taught as a subject in schools and exposure to it is only confined to the classroom 

setting. Outside the classroom, English is not spoken by Algerians in their daily 

life, as opposed to French, but used for particular academic or professional 

purposes. English is introduced in the first year of the middle school. 

Teachers utilize English textbooks designed by Algerian planners and these 

are used as the official materials in the classroom during four years of middle 

education, and three more years at the secondary level. After completing the 
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secondary schooling and obtaining the Baccalaureate certificate, various options 

are available for tertiary education according to previous intermediate schooling 

streams. The least degree is Senior Technician (ST) which is Technicien Supérieur 

in French version. There is bachelor's level whose duration is generally four years 

in the classical education system but with the introduction of LMD (Licence, 

Master, Doctorat), bachelor's program has been reduced to three years. In these 

programs, English may or may not be a compulsory subject. It depends also on 

the specialization. The unsystematic approach in schools towards the teaching of 

English, the dearth of suitably qualified teachers and the lack of adequate 

teaching and learning materials have a negative cumulative effect when school 

leavers congregate at the national institutions for tertiary education. And this 

explains why most of university graduates enrol in English courses offered by 

languages centers. Our research population is a good example. Generally, English 

taught in the private language centers are directed to professionals at the first 

place. It is commonly known as English for specific purposes (ESP) 

2. What English for Specific Purposes (ESP) Is : 

The status of English as an international language which is essential in 

almost every area of activity is deeply rooted in the history of the world starting at 

the end of the Second World War which brought with it an Ŗ[...] age of enormous 

and unprecedented expansion in scientific, technical and economic activity on an 

international scale; for various reasons, most notably the economic power of the 

United States in the post-war world, the role [of international language] fell to 

Englishŗ Hutchinson and Waters (1987,p.6). Another reason of this language 

expanded importance was the Oil Crisis of the early 1970s which resulted in 

Western money and knowledge flowing into the oil-rich countries. The language 

of this knowledge became English.  
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It is worth mentioning here that the most significant event that made a 

remarkable turning point is the linguistics revolution. In other words, while 

traditional linguistics put a great emphasis on the language structure, a revolution 

broke out to focus on the language used as a means of communication not as an 

end itself. The general effect of all this development was to exert pressure on the 

language teaching profession to deliver the required goods. Whereas English had 

previously decided its own destiny, it now became subject to the wishes, needs 

and demands of people other than language teachers (ibid, p.7). In addition to the 

demands of a brave new world and a revolution in linguistics, the focus on the 

learners and their needs became paramount because general English courses no 

longer met learnersř needs and wants.  

The case of our study falls within this spectrum, business people at the El- 

Eulma business district struggle to learn English in order to expand their business 

beyond the national level. The following section explains thoroughly the problem 

faced which mainly shapes the research problem.  

3. Problem at Issue: 

Business professionals are sometimes forced to hire interpreters and 

translators in order to communicate with their providers in the foreign countries 

who use solely English as lingua franca; the fact which led to an unbalance in 

expenditures and revenues of those traders, i.e. costs surpass profits. 

Consequently, traders made up their minds to pay fees but this time for their own 

English tuition and learning English themselves.  

Pulling from my own experience as an ESP teacher of El Eulma businessmen 

for a couple of years in a language school, I noticed that they were struggling to 

communicate effectively in the target situations and they were very keen to learn 

Ŗhow to speakŗ method usually found in commercial books. Yet, all their trials 

were in vein; and this pushed them to join ESP classes. However, what and how to 
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teach was a big question mark because no background was available and a 

research idea flashed upon my mind. 

Furthermore, it sounds sensible that businessmen learn English for business 

survival and would not be surprising that business English is the main objective 

to attain. However,  business people have come to show interest in English for 

social survival, that is, they manifested a great interest in learning the language 

for use in hotels, shopping, restaurants and even when playing billiard. Given 

these data, the vision became blurry about the exact needs of the research 

subjects, and thus the situation required a search for fine details to make 

evidence-based decisions.  

2. Hypothesis Formulation: 

An informal conversation with businessmen was a nice push to get started 

this research idea.  About half of those business professionals claimed that 

learning English in intended for, purely, business reasons; whereas the rest 

asserted that English is also important for reasons other than business. They 

added that business English only includes technical terms that are easy to retain. 

However, how to talk about business for instance is much more intricate. In fact, 

nobody can be sure about this claim and it is not possible to count business 

professionals who learn English for business reasons and others who seek 

speaking international English. And this is why an experiment was the best way to 

know and this research paper came to light.  

Though the number business shops in Dubai district exceed 1000, it was 

opted for a method that may enable us to limit the number and get the optimal 

results. It was decided to divide the existing shops into activities and there were 

about 100 different activities.  

We could only select 83 respondents that represented 83 field activity which 

was drawn from the listing obtained from the National Trade Register Department 
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(NTRD) (Le Centre National de Registre de Commerce, in French). A table of 

random numbers was used to locate the initial sampling point.  

It can be predicted theoretically and logically that business people need 

English for business purposes. So, it sounds also logical that general English is 

needed for social survival in addition to specific English. For this reason, this 

research is guided by the following assumption: 

 Businessmen would join English class in order to learn English for business 

purposes. 

And then the following hypotheses are formulated  

Ho: µ Business Purposes ≥ µ Social Survival  

Whereas the alternative hypothesis would go for the claim that English for 

business reasons may be less in importance than general English.  

Hɩ: µ Business Purposes < µ Social Survival   

    In order to test the hypotheses we are attempting to calculate one tailed t test 

that compares the two means of one sample. 

3. Aims of the Study: 

The primary reason behind undertaking such a research is to investigate the 

needs, aims and motives of businessmen in El Eulma business district, Dubai, to 

learn English as a foreign language. During the early 1990s, there has been a rush 

towards learning English in private schools by El Eulma traders; English has 

become their sole obsession. Classrooms have gathered those businessmen with 

their varying educational standards and levels. It was also noticed that some of 

those businessmen have a tertiary degree but they did not hesitate to join 

language classes. This situation requires a deep investigation of such an interest 

in English; is it for business survival or for other reasons which may be implied. 

This is what Dowling, Festing and Engle (2008, p.14) referred to as Řinternational 

English’, they stated that Ŗit is generally accepted that English is the language of 
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world business, though the form of English is more Řinternational English’ than 

that spoken by native speakers of Englishŗ. 

4. Methodology: 

The nature of this study is exploratory which entails a triangulation of 

quantitative and qualitative data collection procedures as far as primary data is 

concerned. The student-survey questionnaire, a self-developed instrument, was 

divided into four parts. Whereas the open- ended interview protocol consists of 

eight questions followed by probes.  

6.1. Data Acquisition: 

The methodology followed in this study consists of data collection via 

questionnaire and interview. Information about business professionals was 

obtained from the National Trade Register Department (NTRD) Ŕboth software and 

hard copies  

6.1.1. The Questionnaire Survey: 

 The questionnaire was handed to 83 trade professionals at their shops. It 

contained 11 questions that targeted the obtaining of information under several 

sections: contact information, population identity and occupation, education 

background and proficiency in English, participantsř needs of using English, 

participantsř levels in the target situation and the skills they desire to improve the 

most. (See appendix A). 

While touring Dubai business district, we met with the respondents to hand 

them the questionnaire and explain the purpose. 15 respondents showed readiness 

to respond on the spot and questionnaires were taken back on the same day, 

whereas it took more than 4 days for the remaining participants to return them.  

In section one, Contact Information (question 1 and 2), the respondents were 

asked to provide their first name and email address. Respondents were asked their 

contact information in case we needed to clarify their answers. Questions were 
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given in the native language, that is Arabic, and answers were also volunteered in 

Arabic.  

Questions (3 to 8) were asked about age, gender, occupation education level.  

Respondents were required to tick the appropriate box. According to Smith 

(1988), demographic questions come first in the questionnaires. Learners are 

familiar with this pattern, as they have filled in the school and college 

examination forms with demographic questions given at the outset. Secondly, 

giving information about oneself and then going to factual questions is a more 

engaging pattern.  

Section two investigated the importance of English for job and English for 

social life. A table includes target situations at the workplace for business reasons 

and the rest of situations are devoted to the importance of English for social 

survival. . Respondents were allowed to tick more than one situation in both 

cases. Further, section three was designed to gather information about the main 

skills respondents desire to improve. The target situations consist of the four 

language skills, listening, speaking, reading and writing. . Finally, section four 

was devoted to the performance rate of respondents in the same situations; keys 

from 0 to 5 were given to represent how good/poor the respondent is 

6.1.2. Interview Protocol: 

 There are three kinds of interview: structured, semi-structured and 

unstructured. Structured interviews are essentially face-to face surveys where 

mainly closed questions are asked (online, telephone or live) against coded 

responses. Unstructured interviews are interviews where the researcher guides 

naturally occurring conversations.  Unstructured interviews are so-called because 

the interview is structured around a set of themes which serve as a guide to 

facilitate interview talk. Unlike the structured interview, the interviewer is 
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expected to adapt, modify and add to the prepared questions if the flow of the 

interview talk suggests it (Cousin 2008, pp.71-72).  

6.1.2.1. Interview Sampling: 

According to Flick (2008, p.80) for interviews, sampling is oriented to find 

the right people- those who have made the experience relevant for the study. 

Sampling in most cases is purposeful; random or formal sampling is rather the 

exception.  In this study, the sample of participants was selected randomly the 

same day on which questionnaires were taken back from the subjects. Actually, 

thirty two (32) participants out of 83 consented, that is, (38.55%). Those who 

welcomed the participation were asked for business cards in order to arrange an 

appointment which suits both sides. The researcher, afterwards, sent emails to 

some participants and rang up others so as to set up a meeting that suits the 

agenda of the interviewees. In the end, a convenient time was scheduled for all 

the interviewees.    

Although the sample size was quite small, it would, however, provide a 

sufficient number of cases. The researcher halted interviews once the responses 

had become quite similar and any additional cases would typically add minimal 

new information.  Interview questions for this research did not substantially differ 

from those of the questionnaire (see appendix B). The interview protocol was 

funneled, i.e., the interview started with general and easy-to-answer questions and 

concluded with narrower and specific ones. 

6.2. Research Findings:  

Data collection procedure in the first part of the research, the cross-sectional 

survey design was used. The second instrument i.e., the interview was used after 

the quantitative data were analyzed in order to find explanation for discrepancies 

found, if any, between what they reported in their survey responses and what was 

recorded during the interview. 
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The respondentsř answers to the questionnaire survey were analysed 

manually by using Microsoft Excel 2013 programme. At the first stage of this 

quantitative analysis, the participantsř demographic data i.e., sex, age and year of 

study, were looked at. In addition to exploring the demographic information, 

descriptive analysis was carried out to get familiarized with the prominent 

characteristics of the respondentsř answers to all items in terms of frequencies, 

percentages, means and standard deviation, t test and critical t test.     

6.2.1. Questionnaire Findings: 

Table 1. Rate of Importance of TS for Business Purposes  
TARGET SITUATION 

 Business Purposes (Variable1) 

Rate of importance 

Co 

Talking to people at international fairs  15 

Participating in business meetings                      10 

Negotiating/ haggling over the  price with suppliers or partners 67 

Speaking on the phone to discuss business matters  30 

Running business transactions at the bank 15 

Understanding written emails, faxes or invoices  22 

Mean µ 26.5 

Table 2. Rate of Importance of TS for Social Survival  

TARGET SITUATION 

 Social Survival (Variable 2) 

Rate of importance  

Discussing business issues in informal settings (Business 

lunch/ dinner) 

35  

Speaking on the phone for general matters 

(appointments/visits...etc) 

24  

Listening to people talking and understanding them 31  

Social contact (Hotels/Restaurant/Supermarkets ...etc)   29  

Writing faxes, e-mails or letters 20  

To overcome a difficulty at the airport or on the plane  26  

Mean µ 27.5  
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Table 3. T-test : Paired two Sample for Means 

   

 Variable 1 Variable 2 

Mean 26,5 27,5 

Variance 441,9 28,3 

Observations 6 6 

Degree of freedom 5  

t Stat -0,12474039  

P(T<=t) One-tail 0,45279453  

t Critical (One-tail) 2,01504837  

P(T<=t) Two-tail 0,90558905  

t Critical (Two-tail) 2,57058184  

Figure 1. One-tailed t test Value 

 

 

 

Here, it is one-tailed test which is more appropriate because we only want to 

determine if there is a difference between groups in a specific direction, either 

social or business. What we are looking from calculating the t test is to compare 

the T statistics to the t critical (one-tail) statistics (highlighted in bold). As the 

results show, T statistics is obviously smaller than T critical statistics and thus 

there is no significance difference between the two means of the population 

sample.  And this is also clearly confirmed because p. value is larger than Alpha 
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level which is 0.05. In conclusion, there is no difference in the importance of 

English for business purposes and English for social survival. 

 

 

 

 

Table 4. Respondents Performance in the Target Situations  

Level Scale 

Target Situation For Business Purposes 

(Variable 1) 

0 1 2 3 4 5 

Co Co Co Co Co Co 

Talking to people at international fairs 1 23 37 16 5 1 

Participating in business meetings                      12 20 25 23 2 1 

Negotiating/ haggling over the  price with 

suppliers or partners 

2 19 38 16 5 3 

Speaking on the phone to discuss business 

matters  

3 35 24 20 0 1 

Running business transactions at the bank 20 32 15 16 0 0 

Understanding written emails, faxes or invoices  3 32 19 22 5 2 

Mean µ 9 23.83 25 18.83 2.83 1.33 µ  Level 

13.97 

Target Situation For Social Survival 

(Variable 2) 

0 1 2 3 4 5 

Co Co Co Co Co Co 

Discussing business issues in informal settings 

(Business lunch/ dinner) 

4 41 27 9 1 1 

Speaking on the phone for general matters 

(appointments/visits...etc) 

6 29 35 12 1 0 

Listening to people talking and understanding 

them 

1 12 15 20 20 15 

Social contact (Hotels/Restaurant/Supermarkets 

...etc)   

0 32 30 17 2 2 

Writing faxes, e-mails or letters 11 33 28 11 0 0 

To overcome a difficulty at the airport or on the 

plane  

3 32 31 17 0 0 

Mean µ 4.16 29.83 27.66 14.33 4 3 µ  Level 
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    The table 4 above shows that the highest numbers of respondentsř performance 

in the target situations are found under 1 , 2 and  3 scale which represents, ŖI try 

but Iřm not very goodŗ,  ŖI can do but I make lot of mistakesŗ and Ŗ Iřm ok at 

doing this but I can make a few mistakesŗ respectively  

     Also, the average of the respondentsř level out of the five scale level is quite 

similar in both target situations; 13.97 in Target situation for business purposes 

and 13.83 in target situation for social survival. These findings help in identifying 

the level of the course those learners are to start from. Information gathered from 

this question will be deployed in recommending guidelines for an appropriate 

syllabus. 

Table 5: Skills the Respondents Seek to Improve   

Skills in Target Situations 

Not 

interested 

Interested  Very 

interested  

Co Co 

 

Co 

Talking to people at international fairs 11 21 51 

Participating in business meetings                      27 40 16 

Negotiating/ haggling over the  price with suppliers or partners 30 33 20 

Speaking on the phone to discuss business matters  07 15 62 

Running business transactions at the bank 18 29 36 

Understanding written emails, faxes or invoices  30 37 16 

Discussing business issues in informal settings (Business lunch/ dinner) 11 33 39 

Speaking on the phone for general matters (appointments/visits...etc) 26 33 24 

Listening to people talking and understanding them 11 41 31 

Social contact (Hotels/Restaurant/Supermarkets ...etc)   14 34 35 

Writing faxes, e-mails or letters 14 31 38 

To overcome a difficulty at the airport or on the plane  9 48 26 

Table 5 illustrates that the highest number of the repondents (62 which 

reprrsents 74.69%) reported that they are very interested in improving skills of 

negotiating/ haggling over the price with suppliers or partners, followed by (51, 

13.83 
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i.e. 61,44%) for talking to people at international fairs. Participating in business 

meetings with 40 (48.19%) is the third largest number.  

Itřs worth mentioning that these previously mentioned situations require 

listening and speaking skills at the work place.  

It is also observed that listening and speaking skills are at the top of the 

business professionalsř goals under social life. The highest number 48 (57.83%) 

of the respondents reported that they are interested in bettering their ability to 

overcome difficulties at the airport / on a plane. Social contacts (hotels, 

restaurants, supermarkets) get the second highest number, 41 (49.39%). Skills 

that got the least interest by business professionals (under both target situations) 

are , a)writing faxes, e-mails or letters , b) understanding written emails, faxes or 

invoices and c)running business transactions at the bank which are represented 

by the following figures 38 (45.78%), 34 (40.96%), 33 (39.75%) respectively.  

These findings support the claim of Voiles and Henderson (1980, p.129) that 

Ŗlistening and speaking skills are more important in business than reading and 

writing, because we spend most of our communication time listening and 

respondingŗ 

6.2.2. Interview Findings: 

In this section, interviews for business professionals were analysed; the 

findings were summarised in form of themes as will be illustrated in the 

subsequent section. 

1. English as an asset. 

2. The importance of English for business purposes  

3. The importance of English for daily life events 

    The responses of all informants according to the themes above-mentioned are 

reported in the following discussion.  
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6.2.2.1. English as an Asset: 

 Most of the interviewees agree that business without English is a nonstarter. 

In other words, they explained that English is apparent in every step during 

business transactions with foreigners and even in the mother country. They gave a 

very significant analogy by saying that nowadays the illiterate man is not he who 

cannot read or write, or know nothing about computing, but it is he who does not 

know English.  

6.2.2.2. Importance of English for Business Purposes: 

 There was no disagreement in the answers of the interviewees concerning 

the importance of English in their field. The largest percentage (about 90%), 

reported that English forms a vital tool that underpins any business deal with 

both foreign suppliers and customers. 

Respondents stressed the fact that English is the key step to deal with foreign 

suppliers or customers. One interviewee commented that English nowadays is 

considered as important as a financial capital. With English, he added, we can go 

further and explore new business horizons with which we can expand our field 

activities. 

Informants, especially those whose English proficiency is quite low, 

considered all the situations that require English as the most difficult ones and 

they prefer to bring an interpreter to do the job on their behalf. Whereas others 

who can manage a few words in English stated that price bargaining as the most 

important because discount in any deal is beneficial and they have to be skilful 

enough (either in business or in English) to get the best price.   

6.2.2.3. Importance of English in Daily Life Events: 

Businessmen find that General English is inevitable as well. One of the 

respondents gave an anecdote that he experienced in China and which convinced 
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him to rush to learn English. He said ŖThere was an old Chinese woman carrying 

a very huge bag and walking with difficulty; when I noticed her I gave her a 

hand by carrying the bag. Then a British couple looked at me and the husband 

said to his his wife "look at Algerians, they still take junk to their country". ŖI 

must admit I felt very sorry and I wished I had been able to reply and say that 

Algerians are helpful people but unfortunately I could not, my English was very 

poor”. He added.  

The informants, indeed, anticipated the answer to this question and replied 

that once boarding a plane heading to a foreign country (particularly Asian 

countries) Arabic and French vanish and English takes over. They asserted (those 

who travel) that English is needed everywhere, airports, hotels, restaurants, 

supermarkets, etc. They agreed upon the fact that English is needed for social 

survival abroad and the lack of such language would create a kind of isolation 

from the community and a linguistic deprival. Also, the lack of language 

proficiency would hamper any attempt to build social relations. 

English is, also, according to them very important for social interaction and 

chat in social events. Some of them elaborated more by stating that business 

English can be acquired via experience and in case of encountering a difficult 

word or label, they resort to technical dictionaries or to the internet; whereas how 

to build those business words in a well-formed utterance is what is needed.  

Respondents were asked to choose between two programmes to enrol in, 

either general English course or business English course. Some of them would 

prefer business English though they did confess that they lacked skills in general 

English, but they stressed the fact that business requires business English and 

their purpose is to make profit behind such business and then technical terms are 

very useful. Yet, the rest were quite confident that they would not attain any 

benefit from business English course unless they have some basic knowledge of 
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general English. Also, they added that business English stems from general 

English and thus it would be plausible enough to enter from the gate to arrive to 

the door. 

6.3. Discussion:     

This section provides overall findings of the study. The data were collected 

by means of a questionnaire and an interview designed for a group of informants 

from business community, businessmen at El Eulma business district. In order to 

explore needs of business people regarding their occupational settings in the field, 

a hypothesis was formulated in the beginning of the research because a scientific 

investigation usually revolves around a hypothesis. Based on a claim of 

businessmen, it was decided to conduct an experiment based on the following 

assumption: 

Consider the claim of businessmen that English for business is more 

important that general English and thus this hypothesis should be tested  

Null hypothesis Ho would be: 

Ho: English for Business Purposes ≥ English for Social Survival  

And thus the alternative hypothesis Hɩ would be: 

Hɩ: English for Business Purposes < English for Social Survival  

In order to accept or reject the null hypothesis a test of difference of two 

means (t test) was implemented. One-tailed test was calculated and results 

revealed that t test statistics are smaller that t critical statistics and this proved 

that there is no significant difference between the two variable means of the 

sample. 

And since there is no significant difference between the two means, the null 

hypothesis is rejected. English is not only needed for business purposes, it is also 

important for social life. 
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In order to back up our research findings, we opted for interview questions 

to enrich our data collection and support or reject the given claim. Interviews 

answers have backed up the alternative hypothesis that business English is as 

important as general English.  

Both qualitative and quantitative data were gathered to either accept or 

reject the claim. The qualitative data were analyzed by creating themes out of 

similar responses of respondents.  

The subsequent section will display some recommendations about English 

program appropriate for El Eulma business professionals based on the research 

results.  

 

 

7. Designing a Specific Course: 

There is no doubt that identifying and meeting the language needs 

of a specific group of learners will be of great assistance in creating and 

sustaining learner motivation, and in making the entire 

learning/teaching operation a worthwhile endeavor. Such a course 

easily facilitates the designing of specific purpose courses geared to the 

needs of groups of learners having the same needs (such as office 

secretaries, air traffic controllers, lawyers, or engineers) 

(Kumaravadivelu 2005, p. 123). 

7.1. Course Description:  

Since results have revealed that Business English can be less important or 

equal in importance with general English, as a part of a whole curriculum, we 

suggest a business English communication course for beginners (here, false 
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beginners) and intermediate learners (according to self-evaluation test in section 3 

of the questionnaire). This course incorporates learners with different education 

levels. It is expected that a proficiency gap creates a problem in the course and 

this is why it is preferable to adopt a task-based syllabus. 

This course addresses business interaction and transaction, reading and 

writing business correspondence. Also, social contacts language is also a focal 

point in this course; the course encompasses English for Business and general 

English simultaneously. The course objectives are designed after having obtained 

needs analysis results so as to guide the ESP instructors in planning their lessons 

and teaching. The syllabus recommended in this case study is task- or activity-

based approach.  

Most research participants are business practitioners and learners 

simultaneously who already have work experience and want to improve their 

English to develop their profession career. Hence, it is expected also that El Eulma 

Business experts can speak and understand business-related terminology besides 

general English vocabulary, and understand cultural differences. McCarten (2007, 

p. 26) states Řmaking vocabulary personal helps to make it more memorable.ř So 

again, general English courses have an advantage over ESP courses.   

The task-based syllabus is encouraged in this context because:  

 First, it promotes the eventual uses of the target language by emphasizing 

the real-world resemblance of the tasks with the purpose of preparing the 

students for the real-world tasks.  

 Second, tasks derived from the analysis of learnersř needs (target situations) 

increases learnersř interest and motivation (Robinson, 2001).  

 Third, while performing tasks, learners can learn the target language 

through contextualized and meaningful use of the language rather than learning 

sentence-level usage of the language.  
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 Fourth, tasks presented with gradually increasing complexity provide rich, 

elaborated, and comprehensible input for the language acquisition to occur 

(Doughty & Long, 2003). 

Learners are expected by the end of the course to:  

1- Be able to express themselves orally in English to interact with suppliers and 

customers, other business professionals, clients and the public at large in 

business- and social-related settings. 

2- Use general or business -related English to respond orally or in written mode if 

spoken mode is not possible.  

3- Be able to well employ general English expressions of thanking, wishing and 

concluding remarks.   

4- Be able to use appropriate English to overcome difficulties faced in daily life 

such as complaint, explanation, regret, illness…etc.  

Concerning the listening skill, learners are expected to: 

1- Be able to understand spoken language in the form of directions, requests, and 

invitations in business settings such as meetings, fairs and in social setting such 

as hotels, restaurants and airports.  

2- Be able to understand business-related language when listened to in business 

settings and in oral interactions with foreign partners, other business 

professionals, customers and the public at large. 

As far as reading is concerned, business professionals are expected to:  

1- Be able to identify core vocabulary words in business- related emails, faxes, 

letters, manuals, etc. (based on their level) 

2- Be able to scan and skim business emails or faxes in order to get the most 

important information. 

3- Be able to read directions, guidance, menus, brochures in airports, hotels, 

restaurants, markets, etc. 
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As regards writing, the least objective learners are expected to attain is to: 

1- Be able to spell words appropriately. 

2- Be able to write short business emails, letters, faxes which aim at conveying the 

intended message.  

3- Be able to well employ general English expressions of thanking, wishing and 

concluding remarks.   

Conclusion 

      The impact of globalization on the international economy led to the frequent 

mobility of people for commerce and business, which created pressing demands 

for foreign languages learning. And since English has become the language of 

technology and commerce, business English learning is becoming more and more 

needed. This phenomenon stimulated our interest, first because the phenomenon 

is worth investigating and second we have relied on our own experience as an ex-

teacher of businessmen at El Eulma Dubai business district and from an informal 

claim that business English is more important than general English in business 

settings and it cannot be of equal importance. For this reason we have opted for 

conducting an exploratory research within which we have established a 

framework consisting of two parts; theoretical and practical. 

      We have chalked out all the results and decided whether we either confirm or 

refute the research hypothesis and assumption. In an attempt to confirm or refute 

the hypothesis, we have employed triangulation method to collect data 

(questionnaire survey and interview protocol as primary data) the results were not 

compatible to what we have predicted. El Eulma Business professionals are not 

necessarily in need to be skillful in Business English more than general English. 

Also, it was proved that the level of the business professionals is quite similar in 

situations that require English for business and others where General English is 

needed.  
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    After having obtained the results and arrived to a conclusion we have opted for 

some recommendations about course design and what would be, according to 

findings, suitable for ESP adult learners of business English. In the end of the 

present research we have come out with several inferences which may be of help 

to further research in the field of ESP, they are as follows: 

 General English is needed simultaneously with Business English. 

 English is needed for both social as well as business survival. 

 Business professionals are not seeking accurate English. 

 Conveying a message is of prime interest either in daily life or for business 

sake. 

 The language level of the respondents is almost the same under both target 

situations (business and social settings). 

 Business people would prefer to ameliorate listening and speaking than 

reading and writing.  
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  Appendix A 
BUSINESS PROFESSIONALS 

QUESTIONNAIRE 

 Dear businessmen, managers and assistants 

in Dubai Business District in El Eulma; 

 This questionnaire is designed to 

investigate your needs to learn English and 

situations where you may use it. It also 

seeks to gather data about the importance of 

English in workplace and daily life events. 

Your answers will remain anonymous and 

will be used only for research purposes.   I 

am very grateful for your help  

Section One 

1-First name:                                                                       

2-Email address: 

3- You are:  

Male                                    Female 

4- How old are you? 

 18 -22 

 23- 30 

 31-45 

 Over 45 

5-What is your current business occupation?    

Manager  

Assistant 

6-What is your educational level? 

 Primary school level 

 Middle school level 

 Secondary school level 

 University level  

 Did not go to school at all 

7-Did you study English before? 

Yes                                             No  

8- If yes; where? 

 Public school 

 University 

 Private school 

 Home  

 abroad 
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Section Two 

9- TARGET SITUATION: Tick (X) the rate of importance of the situation where you need to use 

English.  
TARGET SITUATION 

 Business Purposes  

Rate of importance 

Co 

Talking to people at international fairs   

Participating in business meetings                       

Negotiating/ haggling over the  price with suppliers or partners  

Speaking on the phone to discuss business matters   

Running business transactions at the bank  

Understanding written emails, faxes or invoices   

TARGET SITUATION 

 Social Survival 

 

Discussing business issues in informal settings (Business lunch/ dinner)  

Speaking on the phone for general matters (appointments/visits...etc)  

Listening to people talking and understanding them  

Social contact (Hotels/Restaurant/Supermarkets ...etc)    

Writing faxes, e-mails or letters  

To overcome a difficulty at the airport or on the plane   

Section Three 

10. Tick (X) the suitable number of your performance in these situations from 0 to 5 according to the 

following key: 

0= I canřt do this at all, 1= I try but Iřm not very good, 2= I can do but I make lot of mistakes, 3= 

Iřm ok at doing this but I can make a few mistakes,  4= Iřm quite good at doing this- I donřt make many 

mistakes,5= Iřm very good at doing this- I hardly make any mistake 

 

Target Situation For Business Purposes (Variable1) 

Level Scale 

0 1 2 3 4 5 

Co Co Co Co Co Co 

Talking to people at international fairs       

Participating in business meetings                            

Negotiating/ haggling over the  price with suppliers or partners       
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Speaking on the phone to discuss business matters        

Running business transactions at the bank       

Understanding written emails, faxes or invoices        

Mean µ       

Target Situation For Social Survival (Variable 2) 
      

      

Discussing business issues in informal settings (Business lunch/ dinner)       

Speaking on the phone for general matters (appointments/visits...etc)       

Listening to people talking and understanding them       

Social contact (Hotels/Restaurant/Supermarkets ...etc)         

Writing faxes, e-mails or letters       

To overcome a difficulty at the airport or on the plane        

Mean µ       

Section Four 

11. Choose which skill you are interested to improve in business target situations 

and social life situations 

Skills in target Situations 

Not interested Interested  Very interested  

Co Co 

 

Co 

Talking to people at international fairs    

Participating in business meetings                         

Negotiating/ haggling over the  price with suppliers or partners    

Speaking on the phone to discuss business matters     

Running business transactions at the bank    

Understanding written emails, faxes or invoices     

Discussing business issues in informal settings (Business lunch/ dinner)    

Speaking on the phone for general matters (appointments/visits...etc)    

Listening to people talking and understanding them    

Social contact (Hotels/Restaurant/Supermarkets ...etc)      

Writing faxes, e-mails or letters    

To overcome a difficulty at the airport or on the plane     

Thank you for your cooperation 

Please feel free to contact me should you need any further information 

Appendix B 
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Interview Protocol 

I want to thank you for accepting to meet with me today. My name is Fouzia Rouaghe and I 

would like to talk to you about the importance of English in your work place and in your daily 

life. Iřd like also to gather information about difficulties you may face in the target situation. 

The interview should take approximately 15 minutes unless in case of some probes. I am 

recording the session because I donřt want to miss any of your comments. Although I will be 

taking some notes during the session all responses will be kept confidential. Please note that 

you are not required to answer questions you do not want to.  

A. What is your age? 

B. What is your current position? 

C. Do you use English at work? 

E. How important is it for you to use English in your job? 

F. which kind of language barriers you face in target situations such as negotiations, deals, 

payment, invoices, receptions, airport…etc. 

G. Do you travel much? Where to? 

H. Do you use English while travelling abroad? (Hotels, restaurants, trips and journeys) 

I. In sum, do you think that General English is more needed than business English or the other 

way round? 

In the end, I would like to thank you again. Please let me know if you need a copy of the 

research findings. 

  


